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mission 
statement[ ]

The world of  design is something that has 
always played on my mind. As a child I hand 

sewed outfits for my teddy bears and dolls, as a 
teenager I poured my life into the pages of  Vogue, 

and in my early twenties I found myself  all of  
a sudden drawn to behind the lens of  an entry 
level DSLR camera. My studious nature pulled 
me towards a journalism degree, but much to my 
disappointment the element of  design and beauty 

I saw in the pages of  magazines, wasn’t 
necessary in my newly chosen craft. I’ve since 

found my footing in a small business where my 
creativity has been allowed to flourish once 

again- and into the pages of  this 
portfolio it has flowed.

professional work
Spring Campaign Second Photographer

Brief: create behind the scenes imagery to accompany Sienna Byron Bay 
Spring Campaign photoshoot. 
Images include pre-shoot hair & makeup and during shoot. Shot on digital 
and film. Vision for second photographer images is to depic the nostalgic 
warmth and beauty in the Byron Bay lifestyle imagery





professional work
Spring Campaign graphic design material

Brief: create all graphic design material for release on social media and 
online, in the lead up to, and during launch of new Spring Collection. This 
includes email marketing material, blog content, social media imagery and 
Instagram stories content.



professional work
Digital Marketing material

Brief: design and build email campaigns to be sent out to customers, to 
inform them of new events, products or collaborations and encouraging 
them to click through to website.



professional work
Digital & Print Advertising

Brief: design and create simple, eye-catching and storytelling advertise-
ments for print and digital media.



professional work
Content Creation

Brief: photograph, write and build content for blog posts on brand web-
site. Content is tailored for specific SEO and aligns with business key-
words to encourage maximum Google exposure. Imagery is always align 
with brand focus and tells the story of the Sienna Byron Bay lifestyle.



professional work
Campaign Videography

Brief: capture the Summer Sunrise 17 Campaign and Autumn 17 Cam-
paign on film and edit into short video for Youtube. All videos were cap-
tured and edited by myself. 
(click images through to YouTube videos)

freelance work
RePower Byron Shire logo Design

Brief: create a logo that is simple, clean and modern, inclusive off all ages, 
eyecatching and visible from a distance and embodies the Byron Shire 
spirit. I designed two simple circular logos depicting the Byron Bay light-
house and Mount Chincogan, which was then applied into the national 
repowering branding of sunrays and paint swipe for the final logo design.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWFNP_eOsKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnssx3RwXB8&t=1s


freelance work
Adorne summer accessories photoshoot

Brief: photograph and style summer accessories collection.



personal work
Ginger & Curl logo design

Brief: my personal blog, Ginger & Curl, was in need of a new logo and 
branding update. As my personal design style is at times disjointed and 
lacking in a clear theme, I decided to play on this and build a logo and 
emcompasses all elements of my style. The font was chosen for its similar-
ities to Vogue and RUSSH logos- bold, distinct and unwavering style. The 
copper brush stroke swipe across the back, incorporating the sometimes 
intuitive, sometimes sporatic nature of my design techniques.

personal work
Ginger & Curl Instagram design

Brief: create a flowing instagram feed that depicts all elements of current 
musings and style inspirations. Instagram being the perfect visual plat-
form for creating an online vision board.



final 
statement[ ]

This portfolio is under constant construction. I am 
always working on bettering my skills, fine tuning 

my craft and stretching my creativity. It is a reflection 
of  myself  as an individual, and years of  creative 
energy finally being put to use in a tangible way. 
Much of  the less-structured, more personal work 

of  mine can be found within the pages of  
Ginger & Curl. 

Personality, life and soul is at the 
forefront of  my creative expression, 
and I hope it shone through for you. 


